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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Department Vision 

The Department of Psychology and Counseling at the University of Central Arkansas aspires to 
be a nationally recognized leader in undergraduate and graduate education, where 
undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty establish close collaborations to learn the 
scientific principles of behavior and mental processes, to make significant contributions to the 
science and practice of psychology, and to produce professionals who serve the local, national, 
and global communities. 
 

Department Mission 

The Department of Psychology and Counseling is committed to excellence in undergraduate 
and graduate education. Our faculty and graduates are expected to be competent and ethical 
professionals committed to the science of psychology and its application to real-world situations. 
Our undergraduate program provides a foundation for the scientific understanding of behavior 
and mental processes and promotes scholarship and service. Our graduate programs prepare 
students to become Licensed Psychologists, School Psychology Specialists, and Licensed 
Professional Counselors who provide evidence-based services for children, adults, and families 
in a variety of healthcare and educational settings. Our department promotes an environment 
characterized by collaborative learning and scholarship among its undergraduates, graduate 
students, and faculty, guided by the following core values of our university and professional 
organizations:  
 
Intellectual Excellence – To promote intellectual excellence, we: 

● maintain high academic standards for undergraduate and graduate students, 
● expect faculty to be dedicated to exceptional teaching and mentoring, 
● serve as scholarly role models who make significant contributions to psychology, 
● provide opportunities for independent and collaborative scholarship and support the 

dissemination of research, 
● encourage a balance between the theoretical and practical aspects of psychology. 

 
Community - To promote connections within the Department and with the greater community, 

we: 
● encourage shared decision-making and collaboration among students, colleagues, 

staff, and the communities we serve, 
● promote a collegial environment in which ideas are shared freely,  
● expect faculty, staff, and students to promote a positive environment that encourages 

departmental cohesiveness, productivity, and morale, 
● encourage faculty and students to use their talents to serve the university, our 

communities, and our professions.   
 
Diversity - To promote diversity of viewpoints and experiences, we: 

● treat all individuals with dignity and respect, 
● recognize the importance of both individual and group characteristics (i.e., those that 

make us unique and those that make us similar),  
● promote diversity among students, staff, and faculty who have different backgrounds, 

experiences, perspectives, and ideas,   
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● maintain a supportive and collaborative learning environment designed to enhance 
one another’s personal and professional development. 

 
Integrity - To maintain the public’s trust in our department and our discipline, we: 

● benefit and protect the welfare of those with whom we serve and avoid doing harm, 
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MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING 
 PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

 

Program Mission 
 
The Masters of Science program in Mental Health Counseling prepares graduates to provide 
comprehensive counseling services to groups and individuals.  Graduates from this program 
work as Licensed Professional Counselors in mental health centers, private practice, and 
community agencies.  The program is designed to prepare highly trained professionals who will 
provide mental health services in the local community and within the state.  The program has 
high academic and practice standards that are consistent with state and national qualifications 
for licensed professional counselors.  The program is not accredited by the Council for 
Accreditation of Counseling and Related Educational Programs (CACREP), but meets the 
educational requirements for licensure by the Arkansas Board of Examiners in Counseling. 
 
Student Learner Outcomes 
 

1. Graduates of the program will have knowledge of a variety of counseling theories & 
therapeutic techniques and be able to demonstrate their appropriate use with various 
populations ultimately effectively enabling their clients to make healthy changes. 

 
2. Graduates of the program will have gained sufficient knowledge of ethical and 

professional standards of care to effectively engage in a therapeutic relationship within a 
counseling setting. 

 
3. Graduates of the program will have received adequate training to enable them to  
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To remain in good standing in the program the student must:  1) maintain a minimum overall 
grade point average of 3.0; 2) maintain appropriate professionalism in class and field settings; 
3) observe the fundamental rules of ethical conduct as described in the American Counseling 
Association’s Code of Ethics (2014); and 4) receive successful annual reviews conducted by the 
department throughout their graduate training experience.   
  
Consistent with university policy, the Department of Psychology and Counseling reserves the 
right to refuse the privilege of further attendance to a student when it has become evident that 
the student lacks the personal qualities, professional characteristics, or scholastic attainments 
essential for success in the professional counseling profession. 
  
Students receiving three (3) grades of C or lower in graduate courses will be terminated from 
the program and will not be permitted to enroll in any other graduate program in the Department 
of Psychology and Counseling.   
 
Attendance 
 
Attendance and tardiness are primarily a student-teacher-class issue, but the department and 
university are concerned about the student’s proper fulfillment of such obligations.  In case of 
absences that indicate the student has been negligent about class attendance, registration in 
the given class may be canceled, a grade of W recorded and, in flagrant cases, the student may 
be suspended from the program.  At the graduate level, students should realize that consistent 
class attendance and participation greatly influence their mastery of the content.  Students are 
expected to exhibit a high degree of professionalism as reflected in their speech, other actions, 
and overall demeanor in class.  Prompt and consistent attendance is an essential dimension of 
professional behavior.   
 
Inactive Status 
 
Students who are not enrolled in course work for a semester without written approval of the 
Mental Health Counseling Program Director of Training and the Chair of the Department of 
Psychology and Counseling may be removed from the graduate program and must reapply for 
admission should they desire to return. 
 
Leave of Absence 
 
With the exception of certain summer sessions, students must register each semester unless 
they have been granted an approved leave of absence. Requests for a leave of absence should 
be discussed with your advisor and then made in writing to the Director of Training. Requests 
must be made prior to the semester in which the leave will begin; the maximum length of leave 
that can be approved is one calendar year. A leave of absence must be approved by the 
Department Chair and Graduate Dean (see your advisor for the process). Failure to register 
without a 
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within the time limitations contained in the departmental handbook and the graduate bulletin.  
Failure to complete departmental requirements by the department’s stated deadlines may also 
result in dismissal by the graduate school.  Students who fail to meet departmental deadlines 
may petition the program and the graduate school for a one-semester extension to meet 
particular requirements.  When granted, extensions typically apply for one semester.  
Extensions beyond one semester are unusual since all major program requirements have 
deadlines that are made known to students well in advance. Students are expected to complete 
all program requirements when they are due. 

 
The Mental Health Counseling Committee engages in a thorough review prior to recommending 
to the department chair that a student be dismissed.  When there is concern about a student’s 
performance that may lead to dismissal, the student’s advisor, the Mental Health Counseling 
Committee, and the department chair review the student’s record, provide written comments 
about deficits in performance, and provide the student with a corrective action plan that 

http://uca.edu/student/student-handbook
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PLAN OF STUDY AND CHECKSHEET 
 

The Mental Health Counseling Program consists of 60 semester hours of course work including 
one semester of a full-time internship in an approved facility.  Not all courses are offered every 
semester. See course sequence for more details.   
 
Prerequisites to Admission (15 hours)                                                                                                                                      
 
   General Psychology   Psychological Statistics   Theories of Personality 
   Research Methods   Abnormal Psychology 
 
 
Required Coursework (51 hours)                                                                                                       
 
  P6398 Legal & Ethical Issues     P6356 Group Psychotherapy 
  C6334 Analysis of Individual     C6360 Research Methods 
  C6342 Career Ed. & Voc. Develop.    C6381 Practicum in Counseling I 
  C6350 Counseling Process & Skills    C6382 Practicum in Counseling II 
  P6354 Theories of Psychotherapy    C6341/C6642 Internship 
  P6355 Multicultural Issues     P6370 Developmental Psychology  
  P6314 Psychopathology      P6372 Psychopharmacology 
  P6325 Diagnosis & Treatment of Addictions   P6362 (Special Topics – Technology- 
  P6393 Marital & Family Therapy    Assisted Therapy) 
 
Electives (9 

 0 2..96 T3 9.96 Tf1 0 0 1 u9 5i0
W1 73(9.96 T1509..024 474g9 )] TJ
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MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING 
COURSE SEQUENCE 

 

Year Fall Spring Summer 

 
 P6398 Legal & Ethical Issues1 P6314 Psychopathology C6342 Career Counseling 

  
 P6354 Theories of Psychotherapy1 P6356 Group Therapy 

P6362 (Special Topics – 
Technology-Assisted Therapy 

1  
P6370 Adv. Developmental Psych 

C6350 Counseling. Process & 
Skills  

 
 C6334 Analysis of the Individual C6360 Research Methods 

 

 
 

 
12 hours 

 
12 hours 

 
6 hours 

    

 
 C6381 Counseling Practicum I C6382 Counseling Practicum II P6325 Treatment of Addiction 

 
 

P6355 Multicultural Counseling Elective II 

 
Elective III (maybe taken 
here) 

2 
 

 
P6393 Marriage & Family Therapy P6372 Psychopharmacology 

 

 
 Elective I 

 
Elective III (maybe taken here) 

 

 
 

 
Comprehensive Exam 

 

  
12 hours 

 
9 or 12 hours 

 
3 or 6 hours 

    

 
3 

C6V41 Counseling Internship (may 
be taken for 6 hours credit ) 2   
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COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION 
 

The comprehensive exam is held on two half days, 8:00am-12:00pm during the following days: 
● Fall Testing – The 2nd Tuesday & Wednesday in October for students who plan to 

intern in the spring. 
● Spring Testing – The 2nd Tuesday & Wednesday in March for students who plan to 

intern in the fall.     
 

The successful completion of the comprehensive examination is a requirement for all 
departmental graduate degrees.  All MHC candidates must pass the entire comprehensive 
examination before beginning the internship.  Details of the examination may be obtained from 
your advisor or from you program chairperson.  Students must register for the examination with 
the departmental secretary no later than one month prior to the exam date. 
 
Comprehensive Examination Format and Schedule 
 
The comprehensive exam will consi 0 i5re
W* n
Q
 EMC  /P <</MCID 7>> BDC q
0.00000912 0 612 792 rhJ12 7iTrperVE EXAMINATION
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INTERNSHIP IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING 
 

The section provides guidelines for the internship in counseling for use by interns, their 
university trainers, and their on-site supervisors.  This will be achieved through the four points: 
 

1. The purpose and philosophy of the internship. 
2. The place of the internship in the graduate program. 
3. The requirements of the internship. 
4. The responsibilities of the intern, the trainer, and the supervisor. 

 
Purpose and Philosophy 
 
The internship is intended to provide a full time pre-professional experience for the counseling 
student who has completed all academic course work in the UCA program.  Under the 
supervision of a qualified professional, approved by the Mental Health Counseling Committee, 
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However, the internship should include as many of the following as possible. 
1. Counseling and psychotherapy, both individual and group. 
2.  Clinical evaluation, interviewing, and diagnosis. 
3. Treatment planning and treatment team consultation. 
4. Family or couples counseling. 
5. Professional consultation. 
6. In-service training. 
7. Research. 

 
Responsibilities 
 
In general, the responsibility for the effectiveness of the internship is shared equally by the 
intern, the agency supervisor, and the UCA internship coordinator.  If a problem is identified by 
any one of these individuals, it is that person's responsibility to bring that problem to the 
attention of the other two as soon as possible.  Examples of problems which might interfere with 
the effectiveness of the internship are:  inappropriate experiences for the intern, 
misunderstanding the requirements of the internship, personality conflicts, inappropriate or 
unprofessional behavior on the part of the intern, etc.  If a problem is seen by the intern or 
agency supervisor, it is particularly important that the UCA internship coordinator be contacted 
immediately.  Such problems should not be ignored until the end of the semester.  The UCA 
coordinator will work with the intern and the supervisor to find a solution to the problem.  If no 
solution can be found, the internship will be terminated before the end of the semester. 
 
The Intern.  The internship is responsible for discharging his or her assigned duties in a 
professional manner and for responding to supervision appropriately. The intern is required to 
provide the agency supervision with a mid-term and final evaluation form to be completed and 
given to the university supervisor.  The intern should follow all rules and regulations of the 
sponsoring agency just as any other employee of that agency would.  This includes such 
matters as working hours, time off, vacations, manner of dress, etc. 
 
The Agency Supervisor.  The agency supervisor helps determine the most appropriate 
experiences for the intern, assigns duties to the intern, and provides a minimum of one hour per 
week of face-to-face, on-
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STUDENT RESOURCES 
 

Program Costs 
 
To estimate tuition and fees, please use the tuition and fee calculator located on the Student 

http://uca.edu/studentaccounts/tuition-fees/
http://uca.edu/financialaid/
https://jobs.uca.edu/
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and supporting chapter initiatives and goals by volunteering at state and local conferences and 

community outreach events.  

Professional organizations in the state of Arkansas that support ongoing professional 

development include but are not limited to: Arkansas Mental Health Counseling Association 

(ArMHCA), Arkansas Counseling Association (ArCA), and the Arkansas Council for 

Behavioral Health or Mental Health Council of Arkansas (MHCA). Currently, only the 

Arkansas Mental Health

mailto:kgowin1@uca.edu


http://uca.edu/student-life/
http://www.uca.edu/divisions/admin/housing
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DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING 
GRADUATE FACULTY 

 
Core Mental Health Counseling Faculty 
 
ART GILLASPY, Ph.D. - Texas A & M University - Therapeutic Relationships, Measurement Issues in 
Counseling Research, Motivational Interviewing 
 
KEVIN ROWELL, Ph.D. - Texas A & M University – Gerontology, Rural Health, Trauma Work, Disaster 
Services, Statistics 
 
DEB CRAWFORD, Ph.D. – University of Missouri-St. Louis – Multicultural Issues, Social Justice, 
Neurocounseling 
 
KAYLA GOWIN, M.S. – University of Central Arkansas – Counseling Adolescents and Young Adults, 
Professional Issues, Education and Training of Counselors  
 

Core Counseling Psychology Faculty 
 
ELSON BIHM, Ph.D. - Texas Tech University - Counseling psychology, Social-emotional Learning, 
Pragmatism 
 
CHRISTINA JEFFREY, Ph.D. – Texas A & M University – Case Conceptualization, Counseling 
Supervision 
 
KEVIN ROWELL, Ph.D. - Texas A & M University – Gerontology, Rural Health, Trauma Work, Disaster 
Services, Statistics 
 
FEMINA VARGHESE, Ph.D. – Texas Tech University – Offender Counseling, Recidivism, Diversity 
Psychology 
 
RYAN WILLARD, Ph.D. – University of Kansas – Counseling Supervision, Positive Psychology, Health 
Disparities, Mindfulness 
 

 
Core School Psychology Faculty 

 
RON BRAMLETT, Ph.D. - University of Cincinnati – Child / Family Interventions; Assessment of 
Children/Adolescents, Predictors of School Success 
 
HEATHER MARTENS – University of Florida - Predicting Student Performance on State Mandated 
Assessment Using Universal Screeners: Establishing Predictive Cut Scores; Cost Benefit Analysis of 
Academic Interventions in the School Setting; Teacher Attitude, RTI, Systems Change 
 
JOAN SIMON, Ph.D. – University of Kansas – Hospital to School Transitions; Educational Program 
Evaluation; Children with Disabilities 

 
 
Other Graduate Faculty 

 
DARSHON,REED, Ph.D. – Oklahoma State University - Self-regulation, Social Influence, Social 
Cognition, Diversity 
 
SHAWN CHARLTON, Ph.D. – University of San Diego – Behavior Analysis, Temporal Discounting, 
Evolutionary Psychology 
 
ANNA PARK, Ph.D. – University of Texas Arlington – Gratitude, Mindfulness, Statistics and Research 
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APPENDIX A 
 

M.S. Mental Health Counseling Program 
Annual Review Form 

 
 
Student’s name:     
School year:      
Current date:      
Year in program: (circle one)  1st  2nd  3rd  
 
The annual review process is designed to provide feedback to students regarding the degree to which 
they are successfully progressing through and meeting the goals of the Mental Health Counseling 
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APPENDIX B 
 

Student Corrective Action Plan 
 
 
(Check one) ____Initial Plan       _____ Follow-up      ______ Final Review 
 
 
Student: _________________________________________   Date: _______________ 
 
 
Identified Areas of Concern: 
 
A. 
 
B. 
 
C.  
 
D. 
 
 
Remediation Plan and Schedule: 
 
State for each area of concern:  
Area 
Specific Behavioral Objectives and Target Dates 
Method of Remediation Met? Y/N 
 
A. 
 
 
 
B. 
 
 
 
C. 
 
 
 
D. 
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Student Corrective Action Plan  
(Continued) 

 
Progress Since Last Review (if applicable): ____ Sufficient    _____ Insufficient 
 
Comments and Recommendations: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date of Next Review (if applicable): ________________________ 
 
 
Student Reactions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signatures: 
 
Student Signature: ________________________________          Date_______________ 
 
Advisor/Mentor: _________________________________          Date_______________ 
 
Mental Health Counseling Director of Training: ________________________ Date______________ 
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APPENDIX C 
 

Individual Student-Advisor Review 
 
Student Name:________________________________________ 
 
Date of Meeting:_______________________ 
 
Persons Present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Summary of Problem(s).    Include specific behaviors, setting, and name of person who first identified the 
problem. 
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Individual Student-Advisor Review  
(Continued) 

 
Faculty Recommendation: 
 
____No action required (state reasons). 
____Remediation required (attach copy of plan).  If a remediation plan needs to be developed, every 

effort should be made to involve the student in the process of problem identification and clarification, 
the generation of alternatives, the selection of appropriate outcomes, the development of ways to 
achieve these outcomes, as well as techniques to monitor progress. 

____ Matter forwarded to Mental Health Counseling Director of Training. 
 
RECOMMENDATION APPROVED: 
 
Student’s Advisor: ____________________________________ Date: _________________ 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Psi Chi: The International Honor Society in Psychology 

Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in Psychology, has the primary goals of 

encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining excellence in scholarship, and advancing 

the science of psychology. Membership is open to graduate and undergraduate 

individuals who are making the study of psychology one of their major interests, and 

who meet the minimum qualifications for membership.  

What is the mission of Psi Chi? 

● Advance the science and profession of psychology 

● Promote an educational experience consistent with the mission 

● Promote ethical and socially responsible members and leaders 

● Define and establish an organizational structure that promotes our mission 

● Recognize and foster the contributions that diversity makes to the science and practice 

of psychology 

What are the benefits of joining Psi Chi? 

● Academic Recognition 

o Local, national, & international recognition for your academic achievements 

o An inclusion among the academic elite in the field of psychology 

o An impressive accomplishment to include on your curriculum vita & application to 

future graduate programs, practicum & internship sites, & employers! 

● Professional Development 

o Curriculum enhancement to increase knowledge & skills 

o Focus on research experience – Involvement in the entire research process! 

o Provides over $300,550 annually in awards and grants 

o Special participation tracks at psychological conventions (e.g., SWPA, APA) 

o Provides fellowship with other students & professors 

o Opportunities to network & develop professional & personal relationships with 

others in the field 

o Community service 

o Leadership development 

 

 

 

http://www.psichi.org/about/becomember.aspx



